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Efficient burning of wood in kitchen and heater applications is not very simple and demands a good 
handling of wood and how to get a good fire that gives heat and not only smoke. Here we give a 
short instruction about how to get best out of wood for fire and heating purposes. 

Cut trees

Best is to cut trees when they are as dry as possible. Some seasons the wood 
is dryer than at other seasons and best is to cut all wood when tree is driest. 
This saves long time to get wood dry.

Store logs

When logs are stored keep them as dry as possible. Avoid keeping then 
outdoor in rain. Do not store then for a long time before you cut them int 
short pieces. Preferable cut and handle them in 1-2 weeks. In they are in a 
pile as image bottom logs get wet and insect problems fast and this reduce 
value of fire power

Cut logs into stumps

Stums shall be short and absolutely shorter than max length in stove or fire 
place To get good fire length is not more than ends are 50 -100 mm shorter than 
fire place to allow ventilation and flames to get free access.

How to cut

Best and simplest is a saw stand and a bow saw. 
They are fast and easy to handle and the cut is 
very narrow so no wood is waisted as with a 
machete that loose a lot of wood pieces. This is 
much faster and most efficient.
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Split stumps at least twice

Bark keep humidity inside wood so it burn less 
acceptable. If wood is splited up at least 2 times the 
non bark surface breath and dry out. Less 75 mm 

diameter is 
splited in centre 
and larger 
diameters 
preferable 3-4 
times so wood 
pieces get rather 
thin in diameter. 
More wood = 
dry faster and 
better fire. When 

you split by an axe use a large diameter stump to be 
support and table to work. Here you will not damage 
the axe in any way.

Drying wood

Fire power and energy in wood depends highly on 
humidity and water content. Dry work do not have to 
get energy to vaporise all water into steam and gives 
heat by this power. Dry wood often burn 2-3 times 
better than wet fresh wood. Good wood keeping can 
save 50% of wood consumption so this is a key to all 
good fires. Time to dry depends on several factors but 
no wood need less 2-3 months if it is stored in a dry 
area and a bit windy. Pls se some photos of well 
known wood house storages that keep wood dry for 
rain but available for wind to dry out and some sun. 
Ideal is a good roof wide so no rain blow into the 
wood but no walls so wind can flow between stumps. 

Wood shall lay a bit high on pole or a beam design so it is air under the pieces to ventilate much 
better. Direct wood on earth is very bad and keep water inside wood.
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How to get a good fire 

Fire place in a stove needs care to give a 
good fire and heat. When fire is started use 
thin stocks that are dry to get a small fire 
with intense heat. When you have glowing 
charcoal inside the larger pieces you add get 
in fire faster with less smoke.

Most stoves have 2 doors for fire. The upper 
to add wood and this shall always be closed 
when there is a fire and you need heat. The 
lower is mostly for ash to fall down and here there shall be a grid in steel t separate larger sticks 
from ash that fall down. This design makes good airflow from down and up. This force heat up to 
plates and now around in the area where it is partially waisted.

Image at right shows an example where wood and even flames 
was outside the fore place and as you se lots of smoke go wrong 
way. The sticks are also with bark all around and very wet. 
Steam sounds was hissing all  time so this shows a very 
inefficient way to save wood. Easily it is possible to save 50% or 
more of wood here.

Photo left shows a 
stove that is 
correctly 
handled.You can 
see flame glow 
through ash door. 
Wood is close to 
fire and well cute 
in sticks. The 
close location to 
fire even heat wood to be dryer and burn better.  
Installation is old but handled well.

Example of wood ware house
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